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Using Your OB7’s Modbus TCP Interface
Rev date: 02/09/21

Your OB7 can function as both a Modbus TCP server, allowing PLCs and other network devices
supporting the Modbus TCP protocol to query it for information and modify its registers and
outputs, and as a client, allowing it to write to other Modbus TCP devices on your network.
This document will help you set up your OB7 to do both.

Modbus TCP Server Configuration

Activating the Modbus TCP server in your OB7 can be done in the Network section of Settings.
A�er connecting your OB7 to your network, enable the Modbus TCP/IP service as shown:

Your robot will now accept Modbus TCP connections on its assigned network address on port
5020.
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Modbus Registers

Unless otherwise specified, modbus registers hold 16-bit unsigned integer values.

Floating point values are stored in successive pairs of registers, with each two registers
containing a single precision IEEE 754 format value. The low-order 16 bits are stored in the
first register, and the high-order 16 bits in the second. For writeable values, both registers
must be written for the value to be applied.

Modbus read functions 1, 2, 3, and 4 are supported, as are write functions 5, 6, 15, and 16.
Read and write coil functions will act as boolean operations on their commanded addresses.
For example, a holding register write of any non-zero value to address 0 will result in a coil
read value of 1.

The register layout of the Modbus TCP interface is as follows:

Register Addresses Access Description

0-31 Read / Write General purpose robot registers.

256-259 Read Only End of arm inputs 1-4

260-511 Read Only Attached GEI inputs.

If multiple GEI devices are attached, registers are assigned
sequentially in the order that they’re attached.

For example, if two GEIv2 devices are attached, addresses 260-267
will be assigned to the inputs of the first device, and 268-275 will
be assigned to the inputs of the second device.

512-513 Read / Write End of arm outputs 1-2

514-767 Read / Write Attached GEI outputs.

If multiple GEI devices are attached, registers are assigned
sequentially in the order that they’re attached.

For example, if two GEIv2 devices are attached, addresses 514-521
will be assigned to the outputs of the first device, and 522-529 will
be assigned to the outputs of the second device.
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768 Read Only Robot State

One of the following values:
0: Disconnected
1: Idle
2: Dragging
3: Teaching
4: Previewing
5: Paused
6: Running
7: Error

769 Read Only Object gripped indicator.

0: Object is not currently gripped
1: Object is currently gripped

770 Read / Write Angular units

These are the units that angular values will be reported in, and
that commanded angular values will be interpreted as.

One of the following values:
0: degrees (the default)
1: radians

771 Read / Write Distance units

These are the units that distance values will be reported in, and
that commanded distance values will be interpreted as.

One of the following values:
0: meters (the default)
1: centimeters
2: millimeters
3: feet
4: inches

772 Read / Write Weight units

These are the units that weights will be reported in, and that
commanded weights will be interpreted as.

One of the following values:
0: kilograms (the default)
1: grams
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2: pounds

774-775 Read / Write Payload

Floating point value expressed in the current weight units.

Used to query or set the current robot payload.

776 - 789 Read Robot joint positions

Floating point values expressed in the current angular units.

776-777: J1 position
778-779: J2 position
780-781: J3 position
782-783: J4 position
784-785: J5 position
786-787: J6 position
788-789: J7 position

790 - 795 Read Robot tool position

Floating point values expressed in the current distance units

790-791: X position
792-793: Y position
794-795: Z position

796 - 801 Read Robot tool orientation

Floating point values expressed in the current rotation units

796-797: Roll
798-799: Pitch
800-801: Yaw

1024 - 1037 Read / Write Robot command value registers.

Series of 7 floating point values. Their interpretation will depend
on the value written to the robot command register at address
1038.

1024-1025: Command value 1
1026-1027: Command value 2
1028-1029: Command value 3
1030-1031: Command value 4
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1032-1033: Command value 5
1034-1035: Command value 6
1036-1037: Command value 7

1038 Read / Write Robot command register

Writes to this register will issue a robot command using the values
in the robot command value registers

One of the following values:
0: No command
1: Move to joint position. The robot will move to the joint

positions in the robot command values 1-7, which will be
interpreted using the current angular units.
2: Move to tool position. The robot will move the tool point to the

x, y, and z positions in command values 1, 2, and 3 respectively,
and orient it to the roll, pitch, and yaw values in command values
4, 5, and 6 respectively.
3: Begin trajectory. This will begin assembly of a new trajectory.
4: Add joint trajectory point. This will add a new trajectory point

using the values in command values 1-7 as the joint positions,
interpreted as in command 1.
5: Add tool trajectory point. This will add a new trajectory point

using the values in command values 1-6 as the tool position,
interpreted as in command 2.
6: Execute trajectory. This will begin execution of a trajectory

started with command 3 and move the robot through points
added with commands 4 and 5.
7: Stop move. This will stop any currently executing moves.
8: Stream joint position. Move the robot to the joint positions

specified in command values 1-7, interpreted as in command 1.
Streamed positions will be executed at a rate of 1KHz, and will
begin executing 100ms a�er the first command is issued.
IMPORTANT: The robot will move to the positions supplied,
which may cause it to exceed human safe operation limits. By
using the point streaming command, you agree to implement
all necessary safety precautions and accept liability for
damages caused during operation.

1039 Read Command Status

Result of the last issued robot command. Error status values will
have their high order bit set.

One of the following values:
0x0000: OK. The last command executed successfully.
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0x0001: Building trajectory. A “begin trajectory” command was
issued, and the robot is accepting additional trajectory points.
0x0002: Executing trajectory. An “execute trajectory” command

was issued, and the move is currently in progress.
0xF000: Invalid trajectory. An attempt was made to add a point

when no trajectory had been begun.
0xF001: Invalid joint positions. One or more joint positions

supplied in the command value registers was invalid. Joint
positions must be within the range [-540°, 540°].
0xF002: IK failure. No solution was found for the tool position

supplied in the command value registers.
0xF003: Trajectory execution failed. The last commanded move

was interrupted.
0xF004: Trajectory point error. An unexpected error occurred

while adding the last point to the current trajectory.
0xF005: Unknown command. The value written to the command

register was not recognized. 1

Robot Trajectory Streaming

OB7 can be fully controlled by streaming joint trajectories to it over Modbus TCP at a rate of
1KHz. This is an advanced feature, and should be used with caution.

1. Unload any currently loaded job by returning to the home screen.
2. Select the units of the positions you’ll be streaming by writing to register 770. Write a

value of 0 to select degrees, or 1 to select radians.
3. Encode the position of each joint as described in the floating point values section

above and write them to the command value registers.
Example:  To send OB7 to joint position

[1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0]
Write the following values to registers 1024 - 1037:

[0, 16256, 0, 16384, 0, 16448, 0, 16512, 0, 16544, 0, 16576, 0, 16608]
4. Write a value of 8 to register 1038. This will trigger the move to the joint positions

written in step 3. Note: A delay of 100ms will occur between when the first trajectory
point is sent and when OB7 begins to move. This is to allow points to be buffered and
prevent network latencies from interrupting a running trajectory.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 at a rate of at least 1000 points per second to send the remaining
points in your trajectory. The points will be executed at a rate of 1KHz.
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Modbus TCP Client Configuration

No special setup is required for your OB7 to function as a Modbus TCP client. Like other serial
outputs, Modbus TCP client outputs can be commanded from an output step, or from the
output section of other steps.

Select ‘Serial’ as the output type and Modbus TCP as the output protocol, then enter the IP
address and port number of the Modbus TCP device you’re writing to. Enter the register
number and value to write.
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Using Your OB7’s TCP/IP ASCII Interface
Rev date: 02/09/21

Your OB7 can be controlled and queried over your network using plain text commands.
Popular client programs for this include PuTTY and HyperTerminal on Windows and netcat on
Macintosh and Linux computers. Use of these programs is beyond the scope of this
document; for help in using them with and connecting them to your OB7, please refer to their
manuals.

TCP ASCII Server configuration

Activating the TCP ASCII server in your OB7 can be done in the Network section of Settings.
A�er connecting your OB7 to your network, enable the TCP ASCII commands service as
shown:

Your robot will now accept ASCII commands on its assigned network address on port 10350.
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If you have controllers on your network that will be be issuing commands to your OB7, such as
computer vision systems, you can enable connections to them here as well. Simple enter the
IP address and port the controllers will be transmitting from in the “Additional addresses”
section in the form shown above, with the IP address and port separated by a colon.

TCP ASCII Command Set

All commands and responses are newline terminated (hex value 0x0A, decimal value 10).
When an error occurs, commands will return an error message starting with the string "Error:"
On success, commands will return either the requested data or the string "OK".

Usage: geti [arm | io<n>]
Returns the current input state on the requested device, either the end of arm or an attached
IO device (io1, io2, arm, etc.)
Example:
> geti io1
< 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

Usage: getj [deg | mdeg | rad | mrad]
Returns a list of space separated joint positions in the requested units
Example:
> getj deg
< 0.048 57.300 -0.027 -57.261 0.011 57.333 0.047

Usage: gett [m | cm | mm | um | in] [deg mdeg rad mrad]
Returns the space separated x, y, z, roll, pitch, and yaw of the tool in the requested units
Example:
> gett cm deg
< 73.383 16.250 25.124 -179.956 13.781 179.986

Usage: help [all | geti | getj | gett | help | login | movej | mover | movet | pause | reg | resume |
run | seto | sett | setwf | speed | stop | wait]
Prints usage information for a given command
Example:
> help getj
< Usage: getj [deg | mdeg | rad | mrad]
< Returns a list of space separated joint positions in the requested units
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Usage: login [password]
Enter a password to allow running normal or overspeed jobs. This allows the run command to
be called when running jobs is password protected, or when running jobs outside of
collaborative speeds.
Example:
> run overspeed job
< Error: failed to run overspeed job
> login swordfish
< OK
> run overspeed job
< OK

Usage: movej [deg | mdeg | rad | mrad] joint1 joint2 ... joint7
Moves to the requested joint locations, returning when the move has been issued.
Example:
> movej deg -0.2 63.388 0 -52.6 .43 70 0.19
< OK

Usage: mover [m | cm | mm | in] x y z [deg | mdeg | rad | mrad] roll pitch yaw
Moves the tool by the specified amount, returning when the move has been issued.
Example:
> mover cm 0 0 -20.0 deg 180 0 180
< OK

Usage: movet [m | cm | mm | um | in] x y z [deg | mdeg | rad | mrad] roll pitch yaw
Moves the tool point to the request position, returning when the move has been issued.
Example:
> movet m .7 0.162 .198 deg 180 0 -180
< OK

Usage: pause
Pauses execution of a currently running job
This is shorthand for speed 0
Example:
> pause
< OK
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Usage: reg [read | write] [register number] <value>
Reads or writes a register. The register number should be a number between 1 and 32. For
writes, the register value should be a 16 bit number.
Example:
> reg write 1 1234
< OK
> reg read 1
< 1234

Usage: resume
Resumes execution of a currently running job
This is shorthand for speed 100
Example:
> resume
< OK

Usage: run [job name]
Loads and runs the requested job
Example:
> run test job
< OK

Usage: seto [arm | io<x>] <n> <value>
Sets the state of output <n> to <value> on the requested device, either the end of arm or an
attached IO device (io1, io2, arm, etc.). Value should be 0 for off or 1 for on.
Example:
> seto arm 0 1
< OK

Usage: sett [n]
Select the nth attached tool as current.
Example:
This selects the first attached gripper as current.
> sett 1
< OK
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Usage: setwf [m | cm | mm | in] x y z [deg | mdeg | rad | mrad] roll pitch yaw
Sets the world origin used in all subsequent tool space commands to the specified value. This
will also alter the world frame of any jobs subsequently run via the run command.
Example:
This will set the origin to 10cm up, and make all x/y moves operate on a
45 degree incline.
> setwf m 0 0 .1 deg 0 45 0
< OK

This will cause Job 1 to run a quarter revolution from its taught position.
> setwf m 0 0 0 deg 0 0 90
< OK
> run Job 1
< OK

Usage: speed [speed 0-100]
Sets the job speed. A speed of 0 will pause the job, 100 will run at full speed.
Example:
> speed 50
< OK

Usage: stop
Stops and unloads the currently running job
Example:
> stop
< OK

Usage: wait [move | job] [timeout]
Wait for moves to complete
Example:
> wait move 5.0
< OK
> wait job 30.0
< OK
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